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ABSTRACT

We have considered such simplest T—odd polarization observables of the
deuteron disintegration as the proton polarization in d(e, e'p)n and the
asymmetry in the scattering of unpolarized electrons by a vector-polarized
target, d(e, e'p)n. The 6 dependence of these observables has been studied.
The calculations have been done in the framework of the impulse approx-
imation. The multipole amplitudes of this reaction had been unitarized
with the help of the np—scattering phase shifts. The relative significance
of the proton and neutron diagram contributions to the formation of the
6 dependence of the polarization vector components and asymmetry has
been investigated. The procedure of making the conserved electromag-
netic current has an essential influence on the final 0 dependence of the
T—odd polarization observables.

1. Introduction

The polarization effects (PE) in the deuteron electrodisintegration
(ED) e~d —> e~np, the amplitude spin structure of which is sufficiently
complex, are necessary for the solution of both the general problem of re-
construction of the 7* + d —> n + p amplitude (7* is the virtual photon)
and various special and nevertheless important problems of the deuteron
electrodynamics. It is a question of the investigation of such problems as
the manifestations of the final state interaction (FSI), the measurement
of the neutron electric form factor, the search for the anomalous mecha-
nisms that are connected with the meson exchange currents, isobar and
quark configurations in the deuteron and so on.

For the successful analysis of various PE in e~d —» e~np there is a
sense to classify PE according to their behaviour relative T transformation
: namely, it is necessary to distinguish the T—even and T—odd PE. It
is interesting that the simplest PE are, as a rule, T—odd PE. It is, first
of all, the asymmetry in the scattering of the longitudinally polarized
electrons (LPE) by the deuteron target, d(e, e'p)n; the polarization vec-
tor (PV) components of one of the nucleons produced in the collision
of unpolarized particles, d(e,e'p)n or d(e,e'n)p; the analyzing powers de-
scribing the asymmetries in the scattering of unpolarized electrons by
the vector-polarized deuteron target, d{e,e!p)n. And only the tensor po-
larization of the target (when scattering by unpolarized electrons) may
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lead to the T—even asymmetries. Such polarization correlations as the
PV components of one of the nucleons that are caused by the LPE scat-
tering (by unpolarized target) belong to the T— even PE. One can, of
course, point out another T—even and T—odd PE of any complexity.

The complex amplitudes arise only after the inclusion of the FSI ef-
fects. As another ingredients of the ED theory, the notion "FSI effects"
is not unfortunately unambiguously defined. This is illustrated by the
most popular mechanisms (presented in fig.l) for 7*d —> np that can con-
tribute the essential complexity to the scalar amplitudes of 7* + d —+ n+p.
Each of them may be related to the class of effects that are caused by
FSI. It is the dibaryon resonances - the hypothetical six-quark states
that are excited in the s channel of 7*d —» np. These states are very
natural in the quark model, quark bag model and so on and they at-
tracted attention after the experiments with polarized particles in the
pp —» pp scattering (with subsequent phase-shift analysis in Ref.l.), and
also after the experimental detection of the anomalous behaviour of the
proton polarization in 7 + d-» n + p of Ref.[2]. This problem stimulated
a large number of various polarization experiments in such reactions as
p + p *^ TT+ + d, ^d —• ^d, 7 + d - t n + p , -y + d —> d + TT° and so on. This
problem cannot be considered now as a finally solved.

There is also obvious (and the most natural) mechanism that gener-
ates the complex amplitudes. It is related with the fulfillment of the
unitarity condition (fig.lc). This mechanism begins operating from the
very reaction threshold and it "works" at any values of the 4-moment urn
transfer squared k2 (in the region of the space-like values). The fulfill-
ment of the unitarity condition for the 7*d —» np amplitude is a very
important requirement of the general theory.

The difficulties with the unambiguous determination of the FSI effects
are related, in particular, with that obvious circumstance that mecha-
nisms represented in fig.l (and also other possible mechanisms) cannot
be added immediately at the level of the corresponding contributions
to the matrix element. Apart from the obvious problem of the double
counting there arises also the delicate problem of the matching of the
separate contributions in order to fulfill the unitarity requirement, on
the one hand, and the T invariance of the hadron electromagnetic in-
teraction on the other hand. For the illustration of this statement note
that, for example, the total contribution of the Born (impulse) approx-
imation amplitude and one of the diagrams (a) and (b) of fig.l cannot
be considered as acceptable construction for the amplitude. The point is
that such construction violates the unitarity and T invariance though it
leads to the complex amplitudes - due to the FSI effects. Such violations
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Fig.l. The Feynman diagrams describing the FSI effects in 7*d —> np.
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Fig.2. The Feynman diagrams of the relativistic IA.
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are especially dangerous in the calculations of various PE. Such ampli-
tude generates artificially the effects of the T—invariance violation of the
fundamental interaction. First of all, it is a question of the Christ-Lee
theorem (see Ref.[3]) according to which the T invariance predicts a zero
asymmetry in the inclusive scattering of unpolarized electrons by the
vector-polarized hadron target, A(e, e')X (of course, in the one-photon-
exchange approximation).

Earlier, in Ref. [4] we had developed the method of taking into account
the FSI effects based on the unitarized relativistic impulse approxima-
tion (IA) amplitude for e~d —» e~np. The corresponding multipole ampli-
tudes (MA) of the 7*<i —> np reaction acquire the NN—scattering phase
shifts that are determined in the phase-shift analysis of various exper-
imental data of the NN interaction (in the range of the incident pro-
ton kinetic energies up to 800 MeV). On this way the FSI effects are
taken into account in the relativistic approach - without constraints on
k2 and Enp values. A single constraint, precisely Enp < 0.4m (in is the nu-
cleon mass) is not related with the model properties. It is only related
with the mentioned above limit on the proton kinetic energy where the
AT AT—interaction phase shifts are known.

In this connection it is natural to analyze those effects in d(e,e'p)n
which are the most sensitive to the possible FSI effects. In this report
we consider the asymmetry in d(e, e!p)n and PV components of the pro-
tons in d(e, e'p)n produced in the scattering of unpolarized electrons by
unpolarized deuterons. This mechanism was studied earlier in a number
of the papers using mainly the nonrelativistic IA when the np rescatter-
ing induced the corresponding polarization. In Ref. [5] the sensitivity to
the GEn parametrization of a number of PE in e~d —> e~np has been in-
vestigated. For the T—odd proton polarization in the collinear kinematic
condition it has been found appreciable sensitivity to G&, almost in all
range of the 9 angle. Even at 9 = 0° and 9 = 180° (i.e., in quasi-free eN
scattering condition) it takes place the 20% effect due to the GEH chang-
ing. Quite similar analysis (but in another kinematic conditions) had
been repeated in Ref. [6]. The account of the relativistic corrections had
been done in Ref. [7] where it was found that the relativistic corrections
essentially influence on the absolute values of the predicted probabilities.

2. The asymmetries in d(e, e'p)n

The one-photon-exchange mechanism for the e~d —> e~ np reaction puts
specific features on the analysis of PE in this reaction. The most ade-
quate in this case is the formalism of the structure functions (SF) making
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it possible to use as much as possible the main properties of the one-
photon-exchange mechanism and take into account the properties of the
symmetry of the hadron electromagnetic interaction.

In order to explain this, write down the general structure of the
d(e,e'p)n reaction differential cross section (scattering of the polarized
electrons by the polarized deuteron target) in the following form that
accounts first of all the conservation of the electromagnetic current, cor-
responding to the y'd —* np reaction, and also P invariance of the elec-
tromagnetic interaction

•xx + Hyy + e cos 2<j)(Hxx - Hyy) +

Hxy + # y l ) - 2e—Hzz - ^J2e{\ + e) x

(cos(t>(Hxz + Hzx) + sin<l>(Hyz + Hzy)) - i\eVl - e2 x (1)

(Hxy - Hyx) - iAeV/2e(l - s)^-(cos<t>(Hyz - Hzy) -

Here E{EI) is the initial (scattered) electron energy in lab. system,
dfle(dilp) is the solid angle of the scattered electron (produced proton)
in the lab. system (np— pair c.m.s.), ko is the 7* energy in the 7*d —> np
reaction c.xn.s.,W is the n + p invariant mass, 6e is the electron scattering
angle in the lab. system, <f> is the aziinuthal angle between the electron
scattering and xz planes (the xz plane is formed by the 3-momenta of
the virtual photon k and produced proton p), Ae/2 (Ae = ±1) is the initial
electron helicity, e is the linear polarization degree of 7'. The z axis is
directed along k . The bar in the definition of the Hik tensor denotes the
summation over the produced nucleon polarizations, J is the space part
of the hadron electromagnetic current for e~<f —* e~np.

The vector (|) and tensor (Q%]) deuteron polarizations lead to the
additive contributions to the Hl} tensor

^ ^ ^ , (2)

where H\f tensor describes the electron scattering by the unpolarized
target, H^p— by the target with vector polarization £ , H^' - by the
target with tensor polarization Q>>.
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The H\f tensor structure may be represented by the following stan-
dard way (in terms of 5 SF's)

y ] - , (3)

{k, m}i;. = kiriij + kjihi, [k, m]y = hrhj - kjrhu

k = k/\k\, n = kx p/\k x p\, m = n xk,

where a\ — 05 are the real SF's depending on A;2, W and 6 (the angle
between k and p).

The H^ tensor, linear in the components of the vector (more exactly
axial vector) £, may be presented in the form

Uj + bt{k, m}^ + ih[k, m]y) +

+ (4)

+ (m (blo{k, n}i;. + bn{m, h}tj + ib12[k, n]y + i&i3[m, n]j;.) ,

i.e., altogether 13 SF's.
The symmetric part of the H^' tensor leads to the T-odd contributions

to various asymmetries AL,AT and AN determined by a set of 8 SF's :
b\ — ^4, &6i frr> ̂ io and b\\ .

The analysis of PE in e~d —» e~np includes one more stage having a
rather general nature and it is independent of 7*d -» np reaction
mechanism. This is a calculation of b; SF's in terms of the 7*<i —» np
reaction scalar amplitudes Ref.[4] :

m(7*cf - • np) = ip\FT2<p{,

F =

+ efhD'n (if, + hak) + mJZ (if, + fsok) +

+ ek&tfi (»/9 + /io5S) + ekuk (fuak + f12vtft) + (5)

+ eietfk (fuffk + fuafii\ + e&M (f^ak + f16art\ +

+ SkUn [ifri + f\»9n\,

where U(e) is the deuteron (virtual photon) polarization 3-vector, <pi and
ip2 are the nucleon spinors.
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The differential cross section of the d(e, e'p)n reaction (the scattering
of unpolarized electrons by the vector-polarized deuteron target) may
be represented as :

where the AN , AL and Aj) asymmetries are determined by the following
expressions:

4 ° = sm<f>(N/*o) (y2e(l + e)Al[ + ecos<K') - (7)

A$ = sin <j> {N/a0) L/2e{l + e)A% + e cos 4>A^\ ,

A# = (JV/<ro) Lift + sAl + cos0y/2e{l+7JA% + ecos2^1 .

In its turn the separate contributions to these asymmetries are related
to 6j SF's by the following way:

? = 4k,, A'l = -2^-h, At = 4ft7, (8)
K

A" = 62 + 63, Aj = h ~ h, A% = -2^bi, ^ = - 2 ^ ^ b 4 -

The upper indices I and t determine the longitudinal and transverse
components of J, correspondingly.

One can see that the transverse component of the deuteron polariza-
tion "works" only in the complanar kinematics (<j> = 0°).

3. The proton polarization in d(e, e'p)n

The proton polarization characteristics in d(e, e'p)n may be described
(for the one-photon-exchange approximation) by the following expres-
sion:

Pa = SpFjf<r, (9)

where the bar denotes the summation over the initial deuteron polar-
izations and 2x2 matrix F was determined above, Eq.5, F = e,Ft. The
indices i and j in P,j define the dependence on the polarization proper-
ties of the virtual photon. The vector (more exactly axial vector) nature
of P,j is caused by the specific features of the considered polarization
observable.
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The Pij components must be convoluted with the lepton tensor that
is obtained after the summation over the initial and final electron polar-
izations.

As a result, for the proton PV P in d(e, e'p)n (scattering of unpolarized
electrons by unpolarized target) one can obtain the following general
expression:

*° - N(p +p
?<dnednp ~ Vxz +

i - - \ k2 - i \/~-i?
+esin2«!> Pxy + Pyx - 2e—Pzz - J2e{\ + e)—

x fcos<^(PIZ + Pzxj + siti(j>( Pyz +

In order to separate the tensor and vector dependences in P\j , write
down this quantity in the following form:

+ HpV. (11)

Using the P invariance of the hadron electromagnetic interaction one
can write for P^ '"*'" tensors

where pi — p13 are real SF's depending on three independent kinematic
variables: k2, W and 8.

One can see that only 8 SF's (remind that the proton PV for rf(e, e'p)n
is determined by 13 SF's) define the symmetric parts of the />(*"'">
tensors. These SF's determine the T—odd contribution to the PV com-
ponents of the protons produced in d{e,e'p)n :

PX<T0 = N sm^fail+ e)Px
t + e cos <j>P?y

PZCT0 = Nsm<l>U2e{l+s)P!!'+ecos<l>Plt\

Pscr0 = N (p? + eP'y
l + ̂ 2e{\ + e) cos <j>Pl

y
l + e cos 2<j>P^, (13)
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? = 2(pw-PlI),

From Eq.13 it follows that for the complanar kinematics (<f> = 0° or
<j> = 180°) only Py component of PV of the proton produced in the d(e, e'p)n
reaction is "survived". Its measurement at <j> = 0° and <f> = 180° and also
at two e values permits to determine the Py", i*' and i * SF's. The
determination of other five T1—odd SF's requires the measurement of the
proton polarization in the noncomplanar kinematic conditions.

Thus we complete the analysis of the simplest T—odd polarization
observables of ED.

4. The analysis of the d(e, e'p)n mechanisms defining the T—odd
polarization observables

The reliable calculation of PE in d(e, e!p)n and d(e, e'p)n can be done
only in the framework of the model fulfilling the requirement of the T
invariance of the electromagnetic interaction and based on the conserved
electromagnetic current corresponding to the 7*d —» np reaction. When
calculating the T—odd contributions to the asymmetries and PV com-
ponents, it is necessary to take into account the FSI effects. This must
be done so that not to be in contradiction with the unitarity condition,
on the one hand, and satisfy the requirement of the T invariance, on
the other hand. Really, the T invariance requires that the differences in
phases of MA corresponding to the absorption of the electric and mag-
netic 7* in 7*d —* np would equal 0° or 180° (for the production of the
np system with the specific values of the angular momentum L and total
spin S). Of course, the correct unitarization of the amplitude satisfies
this requirement.

In our opinion the most rational unitarization procedure of the 7'd —>
np amplitude is based on the following substitution :

f[A]{k\ W) -» f[A]{k\ W)exp [i6w{W)\ , (14)

where f\A\{k2, W) is the ~f'd ~* np MA corresponding to the production of
the np system in the state with the quantum numbers [A] = J,L and S;
fr/t) (W) is the phase shift of the NN scattering to the state with quantum
numbers [A].

In its turn, MA's in Eq.14 must be calculated using the Yd —> np
matrix element corresponding to the pole Feynman diagrams (fig.2) that
constitute the content of the relativistic IA.
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At first sight the construction of the IA matrix element does not
present any difficulties and nevertheless some questions arise. And one
of them, may be the most important, is related to the conservation of
the electromagnetic current for 7*d —» np. We solve this problem with
the help of the substitution

J» - + J; = J I 1 - k ^ j • k / k 2 , k - j ' = o . (15)

Another question is concerned with the ambiguity of the construction
of the matrix element for 7*d —> np. The obvious ambiguity is related to
the parametrization of the 7* .AW - vertex with one virtual nucleon. The
nucleon electromagnetic current is represented here in terms of the
Dirac (JFj) and Pauli (F2) form factors.

Other details of construction of the unitarized model for the *y*d —» np
amplitude may be found in Ref.[4]. We begin the analysis of PE in e~d —>
e~np with calculation of the Py component of the T— odd contribution
to the proton polarization (in the complanar kinematic conditions). It
was shown above that in these conditions only Py component is nonzero
(in the scattering of unpolarized electrons by unpolarized target). We
expect that the main features of the considered model may be revealed
even when analyzing only the Py component taking into account the
circumstance that just the Py component is determined by the largest
number of SF's (by 4 from the total number of 8 T- odd SF's that
determine the proton PV P in d(e,e'p)n ).

In order to reveal the significance of the interference of the longi-
tudinal and transverse components of the electromagnetic current for
f'd —» np to the formation of the 6 - dependence of the Py component,
we calculated this dependence for two values of the azimuthal angle <j> ,
namely <f> = 0° and <f> = 180° . From Eq.13 one can see that the difference
in the Py behaviour at these <f> values is determined by Py SF.,

The calculations of Py are done with Paris deuteron wave function
(DWF) for the kinematics corresponding to the BATEs experimental
conditions, namely E = 820MeV, E' = 570MeV, 9e = 60°, k2 = -0.48 GeV2

and Enp = 120MeV (below the pion production threshold when the elastic
unitarity is exact). These k2 and Enp values are related by the condition
of the quasi-free eN scattering. The degree of the virtual photon linear
polarization (e = 0.5) determines in this kinematic conditions the relative
contribution of Py and P" SF's to the considered polarizaton observable.

As it is shown from fig.3, the Py component has strong dependence
on the 0 angle. It has minimum at 0 « 40° (the negative value of Py ) and
maximum at 9 = 135" (the positive value of Py ) for <j> = 0°. Similar be-
haviour of the polarization was found earlier in Ref.[7] (in the framework
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Fig.3. The sensitivity of Py to the GET. parametrization: the solid line cor-
responds to the parametrization 1, the dot-dashed line - 2, the dashed
line - 3. (a) <j> = 0°, (b) <j> = 180°.

Fig.4. The sensitivity of Py to the neutron diagram contribution. The
solid line - the standard calculation, the dot-dashed line - without
the neutron diagram contribution, the dashed line - calculation with
-P2n -* -Fin (second GEn parametrization): (a) <j> = 0°, (b) <j> = 180°.
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of the nonrelativistic standard model of ED) with taking into account
the relativistic corrections.

The difference in 9 dependence at <j> = 0° and <j> — 180° demonstrates the
significance of the Py contribution. The calculations of Py with various
parametrizations of the neutron electric form factor:

(1) G £ n = 0 , ( 2 ) GEn = »nTGEp/(l - 5 . 6 T ) , (3) GEn = rGMn ( F l n = 0),

T = k2/4m2,ixn = -1.913 ,

demonstrates some sensitivity of Py to the GEn choice - especially in the
region of the polarization maximum.

Since Py shows the strong 9 (and <f> ) dependence, it is of interest to
reveal the relative significance of various mechanisms in the formation of
the 9 dependence of the Py component. It should be had in mind that
the behaviour of Py (as any other T— odd PE) is determined by two
as if, the multiplicative mechanisms: one corresponds to the production
of the np system in 7*rf —> np due to IA and another corresponds to the
subsequent np rescattering. The difference in the 9 dependence of Py in
the regions 9 < 90° and 9 > 90° is caused by the different contributions of
the proton and neutron pole diagrams that, in its turn, is related to the
different proton and neutron electromagnetic properties.

We do some manipulations with proton and neutron diagram contri-
butions in order to understand how these differences are revealed in the
final 9 dependence of the Py component.

Fig.4 shows the significance of the neutron diagram. The "removing"
of its contribution leads to the essential decrease of Py in the region of
large angles. The change of Py sign in this region, when we change the
fj.n sign (i.e., the neutron magnetic form factor), demonstrates that at
9> 90° the Py component is essentially determined by the interference
contribution proportional to //„. It is important that these changes "ex-
tend" to the small angle region, 9= 30°. It should be considered as direct
proof of the importance of the exchange np interaction that "transfers"
the proton and neutron diagram contribution to the "uncharacteristic"
for them 9 angle regions.

The proton diagram contribution, determined by two form factors
F\p and F2p, is decisive for the formation of the ^dependence of Py in all
angular region (fig.5). Comparing fig.4 and fig.5 one can conclude that
the Py behaviour at 9> 90° is essentially determined by the F[pF>n inter-
ference. One can see also that at 9< 90° the Py component is formed
not only by the contribution of the proton diagram: the neutron dia-
gram contribution is increased here at the expense of the exchange np
interaction.
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Fig.5. The sensitivity of Py to the proton diagram contribution : the solid
line - the standard calculation, the dot-dashed line - without the proton
diagram contribution, the dashed line - calculation with F\v —» — F\p, the
dotted line - calculation with F2p —» —FiT. Other designations are the
same as in fig.4.
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Fig.6. The sensitivity of Py to the gauge contribution. The solid line -
the standard calculation, the dashed line - without D wave of DWF, the
dot-dashed line - without gauge contribution, the dotted line - without
deuteron diagram. Other designations are the same as in fig.4.
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Since, as it was noted above, the Pjf contribution is important for the
6 dependence of Py , then namely this contribution must be sensitive to
that how the problem of the gauge invariance for the 7*d —> np matrix
element is solved. The point is that the condition of the current conser-
vation touch upon its longitudinal component. The procedure using the
substitution of Eq.15 changes essentially the 9 dependence of Py (flg.6),
the position of the maximum and minimum. It changes also the Py values.

In order to demonstrate the importance of the gauge invariance, note
that in some sense unmodified initial current J^ (without the gauge con-
tribution, kj: • J/k2) may be considered as conserved. Really, we project
the nonconserved J^ current on the conserved current with the help of
the following substitution different from Eq.15

K ' Pi T I* " VI

where p\ and pi are the final nucleon 4-momenta. One can see that
in Yd —i np c.m.s. the space components of J^ and J'^ coincide and
just the same components (due to the gauge invariance) determine all
observables of the d(e, e'p)n reaction. Therefore the removing of the gauge
contribution of Eq.15 is equivalent nevertheless to the conserved current
J'^ of Eq.16.

All this demonstrates that the gauge invariance cannot be "guessed"
with the help of the substitution of the type of Eq.15 and Eq.16 without
real dynamics.

A similar analysis may be done for the asymmetries in d(e,e'p)n . The
sensitivity of Ay to the choice of the G£n parametrization is shown in
fig.7. The influence of the neutron diagram contribution on Ay is shown
in fig.8.

5. Conclusion

Thus, we have considered above such simplest T—odd PE in ED as
the PV components of the protons produced in the scattering of unpo-
larized electrons by unpolarized deuterons, d(e,e'p)n ; and the analyzing
powers (asymmetries) in d(e,e'p)n caused by the deuteron vector polar-
ization. Within the framework of the one-photon-exchange mechanism
for e~d —> e~np we perform the general analysis of these PE using the
P invariance of the hadron electromagnetic interaction. From 13 SF's
determining the proton PV components in d(e, e'p)n 8 SF's describe the
T— odd contribution to these components that arises in the scattering
of unpolarized electrons (by unpolarized target). Other 8 SF's describe
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6 (deg)
Fig.7. The sensitivity of Ay to the GBn parametrization: the dot-dashed,
solid and dashed lines correspond to the 1, 2 and 3 parametrizations,resp.
The kinematic conditions are following: k2 = —1.5 GeV2, e = 0.5,-
Enp = 300MeV; 0 = 0" (above) and 180" (below).
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9 (deg)
Fig.8. The sensitivity of Ay to the neutron diagram contribution. The
solid line - the standard calculation, the dot-dashed line - calculation
with F2n —* — F2M the dashed line - without the neutron diagram contri-
bution (second G n̂ parametrization). Other designations are the same
as in fig.7.
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the T— odd asymmetries in the scattering of unpolarized electrons by
the vector-polarized target. The SF formalism permits to reveal obvi-
ously the <j> and s dependences of the considered above polarizations and
asymmetries and also the expressions for all SF's in terms of the
7*d —> np scalar amplitudes. These results have a general nature and do
not depend on the details of the considered reaction mechanism.

The specific calculations of the ^dependence of the T—odd proton
PV components, d(e,e'p)n , and asymmetries, d(e,e'p)n are performed
within the framework of the model based on the relativistic IA. MA's
corresponding to this approximation are unitarized later with the help of
the np-scattering phase shifts that are taken from the phase-shift analysis
performed at present up to energies corresponding to Enp = 360MeV. In
the condition of the quasi-free eN scattering this Enp value corresponds
to k2 = —1.5 GeV2. This is really the relativistic value when there is no
sense to use the nonrelativistic models even if they are corrected with
the help of the relativistic contribution.

The observed strong ^dependence of the Py and Ay components is
explained by the interference of the proton and neutron diagram con-
tributions. The effects of the exchange np rescattering "introduce" cor-
responding contributions in those 0 angle regions where the IA contri-
bution must be small. In particular, the Py behaviour in the region of
large angles, 9 > 90° , is essentially determined by the interference of the
contributions proportional to the FIPGMU product.

The interference of the longitudinal and transverse components of the
'y'd —> np electromagnetic current is essential for the discussed PE and
therefore it concerns the fundamental problem of the electromagnetic
current conservation. The various methods of "ensuring" the current
conservation lead to the different behaviour of the T—odd PE of the
considered reaction. Therefore, the measurement of the ©dependence of
various polarization observables in d(e, e'p)n may be exceptionally useful
for the analysis of the electromagnetic current conservation problem for
•y'd —» np reaction and hence for the essential refinement of the reaction
mechanism.

The performed analysis shows that such fundamental properties of
the 7*d —> np amplitude as the unitarity, T invariance and also hadron
electromagnetic current conservation are closely related when discussing
the T— odd PE in the 7'd —> np reaction.
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